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Tweak your lessons 
with the power of AI
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Look at the list of words. Do you know 
them? Discuss them with your teacher. 

After that, in pairs, put the powers in the 
order from the one you want to have the 
most to the one you like the least.

Read the text and choose the best title for it. Then, write the highlighted 
words below the corresponding pictures.



Superheroes are special. They have cool powers. Some can fly, some can run fast, and some are very strong. 

Let's talk about a few superheroes and what they can and can't do.


Superman is strong. He can fly around the city. He can lift heavy things like cars and buses. Bullets don't hurt 

him. He can see through walls with x-ray vision. But Superman has one weakness: kryptonite. When he is near 

kryptonite, he loses his powers and gets weak.


Wonder Woman is also a superhero. She can run fast and is very strong. Wonder Woman can use her magic 

lasso to make people tell the truth. She can't fly by herself, but she has an invisible jet. With her jet, she can 

travel quickly. Wonder Woman doesn't get hurt easily because of her strong armor.


Spider-Man is another popular superhero. He can climb walls and swing from buildings with his spider webs. 

Spider-Man can sense danger with his "spidey-sense." He is very quick and can jump from high places. But 

Spider-Man can't lift heavy objects like Superman. Without his suit, Spider-Man can't use his powers.


Each superhero is unique. They all have different things they can and can't do. What powers would you like if 

you were a superhero? Would you like to fly, run fast, or be very strong? Remember, with great power comes 

great responsibility. Keep dreaming, and maybe one day, you will be a hero too!


to fly to run fast to lift heavy things to see through walls with x-ray vision

to make people tell the truth to be invisible to climb to swing to jump from high places

to be very strong

powers - something you can do.

weaknesses - something you can’t do.
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Skills:

Kids Group

 Can understand a short factual description.
 Can tell a story or describe something in a simple list of points.

How Do Superheroes Create 
Their Own Magic?

The Powers and Weaknesses 
of Popular Superheroes


Are superheroes just normal 
people in costumes?
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Do the quiz about superheroes:

Read the following dialogue and fill in the gaps in it. After that, answer 
the questions.


If you could be any superhero, which one would you want to be? Why?


Create your own superhero and describe their powers and weaknesses 
to everybody in the class. Use the Text from Page 1 as an example.



lift fly powers strong weakness magic

Wonderx-raysuit jet swingclimb
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1. Which superhero can fly and lift heavy 
objects?

A. Spider-Man

B. Wonder Woman

C. Superman

D. None of the above



2. Which superhero has a special lasso that 
can make people tell the truth?

A. Spider-Man

B. Superman

C. Wonder Woman

D. None of the above



3. Which superhero can climb walls and swing 
from buildings?

A. Superman

B. Wonder Woman

C. Spider-Man

D. None of the above


4. Which superhero has a weakness called 
kryptonite?

A. Spider-Man

B. Superman

C. Wonder Woman

D. None of the above



5. Which superhero has an invisible jet to 
travel quickly?

A. Wonder Woman

B. Superman

C. Spider-Man

D. None of the above


Jenny: Hey, Mike! I have a question for you. 


Mike: Sure, what's up? 


Jenny: If you could be any superhero, which one would you want to be? 


Mike: That's a hard question. I think I'd want to be Superman. 


Jenny: Why Superman? 


Mike: Well, he can _______________(1) and he's really _______________(2). Plus, his 

_______________(3) vision is pretty awesome. 


Jenny: Good point. But don't forget, he has that _______________(4) too. Kryptonite. 


Mike: True. But it's still worth it. 


Jenny: I think I'd want to be _______________(5) Woman. She's fast, strong, and she has a 

_______________(6) lasso. 


Mike: And an invisible _______________(7)? That's pretty cool. 


Jenny: Definitely. What about Spider-Man? He can _______________(8) walls and 

_______________(9) from buildings with his webs. 


Mike: Yeah, but he can't _______________(10) heavy things like Superman. 


Jenny: And he needs his _______________(11) to use his powers. 


Mike: Right. Each superhero has their own _______________(12) and weaknesses. 


Jenny: It must be hard for them someJennyes, balancing everyday life and saving the world. 


Mike: Yeah, but they always manage to do both. It's amazing. 


Jenny: That's why they're superheroes. They inspire us to be better.


 Why does Mike want to be Superman

 Why does Jenny want to be Wonder Woman

 How do superheroes inspire us?



Correct answers 

Generated in the “Lead-in Activities” tool. 

Made in the “Create a Text” + “Three Titles” tools.

Made in “ABCD Questions”.

Made in “Create a dialogue” + “Fill in the Gap” + “Open Questions”.

Inspired by the “Lead-in activities” tool. 
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Correct title: 2

1. C


2. C


3. C


4. B


5. A


1. fly


2. strong


3. x-ray


4. weakness


5. Wonder


6. magic



7. jet


8. climb


9. swing


10. lift


11. suit


12. powers

 Because he can fly, he's really strong, and has x-ray vision

 Because she's fast, strong, and has a magic lasso

 They inspire us to be better.


